
Silver rounds and bars offer one of the most 
flexible ways to invest in precious metals. Sunshine 
Mint , based in Idaho, produces 1 oz. Morgan 
design silver rounds, as well as 1 oz., 10 oz., and 
100 oz. silver bars. All of these options are 
available from GMRgold. With so many options, 
there is no reason to put off starting your stack 
right noright now. On the other hand, they are excellent 
choices to add diversity to any portfolio.

Sunshine Mint is a leading producer of fine gold 
rounds and bars, all bearing the SI Sunshine Mint 
Mark. This mark can help you authenticate the 
silver you get from this mint, because the SI 
technology allows you to use a special decoder lens 
to verify it. When you hold the lens up to the mint 
mark, it shows the word “Valid” if the item is 
indeed authentic. indeed authentic. 

The obverse of the 1 oz. silver round, Morgan 
design, features George T. Morgan’s portrait of 
Anna Williams, who the designer felt was the most 
perfect woman in the world. The Morgan dollar has 
been a favorite among investors since it was first 
minted, and the image continues to delight 
investors today. The reverse of the 1 oz. silver 
round round by Sunshine Mint show the Sunshine Eagle 
with its wings spread upward, the weight and 
purity of the round, and the mint’s own SI Mint 
Mark. 

These silver rounds and bars are approved for 
Precious Metals IRAs. The 99.9% pure silver in 
each of these products has been an excellent 
investment over the years. Right now, the premium 
over spot prices for silver is extremely low. 
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Earning and keeping your business is the number 
one goal and priority at GMRgold. 

WWe are committed to total customer satisfaction. If you 
are looking for a trusted partner in the precious metals 
industry — look no further. Whether you are currently 
working with another precious metals company, or are 
a first-time buyer, each and every member on our staff 
offers their own unique brand of personal service to 
exceed your expectations. GMRgold provides the most 
up-to-date resources, information and up-to-date resources, information and rare coin 
counsel you will ever need to achieve your long-term 
financial goals.

GMR makes buying and selling precious metals 
easy and enjoyable by providing the best in:

• Selection - We offer a greater and more diverse 
selection of precious metals than any of our 
competitors. If you don’t find what you’re looking for 
on our site, we would be happy to get it for you!

• • Service - Unlike other online gold and silver dealers, 
we are not tryingto merely sell you commodities and 
end our contact with you. We know that the market is 
always changing, and we are here to answer your 
questions and advise you every step of the way.

• • Education - We take pride in our ability to educate 
our customers before they choose which metals to 
purchase. In addition to our variety of online articles, 
and weekly newsletter, we have written several ebooks 
that we offer FREE of charge. 

Sunshine Minting produces beautiful 
silver rounds and bars that appeal to 
investors who want to include a 
variety of fine silver products in their 
precious metals portfolios.

The silThe silver bars are attractive, featuring 
Sunshine Mint’s trademark design with an 
eagle in flight against the rays of the sun, and 
details about the purity and weight of the bar. 
You can find their SI Mint Mark on the reverse, 
amidst a diagonal repeated pattern of rising 
suns.

SilSilver investing has never been simpler or 
more flexible than when you choose Sunshine 
Mint products. Silver rounds and bars from this 
fine American mint are easy to buy, store, 
authenticate and sell. No matter how long you 
have been investing or what goals you might 
have, fine silver is and likely always will be a 
wise iwise investment.

YOUR INVESTMENT OPTIONS

1. If you are a beginning investor, 1 oz. silver 
rounds from Sunshine Mint give you the 
flexibility to purchase your silver one ounce at 
a time or invest in tubes of 20, depending on 
your budget for that month.

2. 1 and 10 oz. silver bars are economical with 
low premiums over the spot price of silver.

3. For a bigger, more convenient boost to your 
silver holdings, you can choose the larger 100 
oz. silver bars and invest in them more often.

4. 4. Contact GMRgold precious metals experts at 
(877) 795-9585 to discuss these and many 
more investment opportunities.

COIN SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 1 Troy ounce | Purity .999 silver

1 Oz. Silver Sunshine Mint Morgan Design 


